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Data Recap Between  Spring 2018  Spring 2019 

Games Played  4374   4381 

Ejections   183    102  

% of games   3.9%   2.3% 

Abusive Lang. (AL) 41   33 

% of Ejections  23%   32% 

Violent Conduct (VC) 36   28 

% of Ejections  20%   27% 

Two Cautions (2C) 52   16 

% of Ejections  28%   16% 

Spitting   1   3 

% of Ejections  .5%   3% 

Discrimination  3   4  

% of Ejections  .08%   .16% 

Spectators Ejected 9   0 

% of Ejections  5%   0% 

Coaches Ejected  15   8 

% of Ejections  8%   8% 

With the exception of Spitting and Discriminatory Ejections, all ejections went down in numbers 

from Spring 2018 to Spring 2019, decreasing over 44% in total numbers. 

That said, Spitting rose 200%. Discrimination rose 33%.  

However if we look at the percentage of all ejections per season, we had several interesting 

increases.  

While the total number of AL went down, it was nearly a third of all ejections. The same 

with VC. It rose from 20% of all ejections to 27%.  

Abusive Language, Violent Conduct, Spitting and Discrimination made up 62% of our ejections 

this past Spring. Let’s look at each misconduct. 



SPITTING AND DISCRIMINATION 

There is no place for either action in soccer. We believe we can agree both are egregious acts of 

misconduct and will normally bring the most severe sanctions to an individual. 

If you’re involved in ANY type of incident and feel the need to “clear your throat” or “expel 

something from your mouth” – DO IT ONCE YOU GET TO THE BENCH AREA or away from 

other individuals! 

Your opponent, the Referee, the coach/person that is standing near where you spit WILL NOT 

APPRECIATE your action and NCYSA Discipline and Appeals will not likely consider it an 

innocent act – especially if it’s in conjunction with some other incident or misconduct. 

Be Smart!  

DISCRIMINATION 

This is another area of misconduct that cannot be tolerated. We find the rise of Discriminatory 

reports unsettling and hope with the local association assisting with education, we can eliminate 

Discriminatory misconduct for good! 

Discrimination consists of any unwanted, socially-unacceptable comments and/or actions in 

relation to: sexual orientation, religion, race, national heritage, among others.  

What a person says and talks about among friends, outside of soccer is not our business. 

However, once we step across the line into the field of play, NCYSA Discipline and Appeals 

becomes very interested and Discriminatory misconduct cannot be tolerated.  

Discrimination is not just limited to “bad” or “inappropriate” words. Using phrases like “Go back 

home before we build a wall . . . “ is considered Discrimination. 

Please discuss the appropriateness of such comments and actions to your players and members 

let us all end Discriminatory misconduct. 



VIOLENT CONDUCT  

“Violent conduct Violent conduct is when a player uses or attempts to use excessive force or 

brutality against an opponent when not challenging for the ball, or against a team-mate, team 

official, match official, spectator or any other person, regardless of whether contact is made. In 

addition, a player who, when not challenging for the ball, deliberately strikes an opponent or any 

other person on the head or face with the hand or arm, is guilty of violent conduct unless the force 

used was negligible.” – FIFA Laws of the Game, 2018 

It is the decision of the Referee in determining VC during a match. The definition is broad, but 

NCYSA Discipline and Appeals is looking for assistance from the local associations in cleaning 

up a couple of areas within VC. Please keep in mind: 

There is no action that justifies a reaction of misconduct! 

Self Defense 

It may seem “normal” to defend oneself against an attack. But within the Laws of the Game, if 

you strike an opponent, you’re guilty of Violent Conduct – regardless if you struck the first blow, 

or the “defending” blow. Both are striking an opponent. 

There is no action that justifies a reaction of misconduct! 

Every person (while on the field of play) has the option of: walking away, covering up, blocking 

multiple blows with their arms/hands, etc. But when striking back at an opponent/person, you 

have just committed Violent Conduct and will be sanctioned. 

Taking Up For Your Teammate  

Your teammate gets pushed/hit and you come over to help defend the player, pushing or striking 

the attacker. 

There is no action that justified a reaction of misconduct! 

NCYSA Discipline and Appeals is less likely to be sympathetic to a player/individual who is not 

involved in the initial incident, but injects themselves in as a “third party combatant”. As soon as 

you do, you are guilty of Violent Conduct and you will be sanctioned – more than likely more so 

than the original instigators. If you leave the bench area and introduce yourself as a combatant, 

your sanction will be more severe. 

If you must run over to help your teammate, help them up – assist in separating your teammate 

from the altercation (not putting your hands on the opposing players), but possibly pulling your 

teammate from the fray.  
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